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Opening Up 

• What are you thankful for this week? 

• What is a challenge you’re facing? Is there some way our group can help? 

Gospel Reverberation 

• With whom did you share what you learned from the sermon or Small Group last week? 

Introduction 

In his book, The Meaning of Marriage, pastor and author Tim Keller writes,  

“Both men and women today see marriage not as a way of creating character and community 
but as a way to reach professional life goals. They are all looking for a marriage partner who 
will ‘fulfill their emotional, sexual, and spiritual desires.’…So in our society we are too 
pessimistic about the possibility of ‘monogamy’ because we are too idealistic about what we 
want in a marriage partner, and this all comes because we have a flawed understanding of 
the purpose of marriage itself.” 

The good news is, marriage matters to God, and the Bible has plenty to say about it. The apostle 
Paul’s words for husbands and wives provide a clearer picture of God’s purpose for marriage. In fact, 
Paul goes from writing about righteous living and immediately transitions to the marriage 
relationship, as if to say, “putting the age of the new life into practice begins at home.” Christ’s 
lordship begins in the day-by-day, routine experiences of life. Nothing is more difficult than living in 
a family where the virtues of compassion, kindness, gentleness, patience, forgiveness, and 
professions of love (Colossians 3:12-14) are tested daily. 

Pause and pray. Father, help us to see marriage as you do. Help us to value what you value. Help us 
to support God-honoring marriages in our families, small group, and church. In Jesus’ name, Amen. 
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Bible Discovery 

Read this week’s passage out loud and discuss what the Bible says, what it means, and what it means 
for you and your group. 

1. What is one thing you learned or took away from the sermon this week? 

2. What were the roles and responsibilities of the husband and wife in the home you grew up?  

3. Do you believe the Bible teaches that husbands should be the head within marriage? If so, what 
does that entail?  

4. What is your gut reaction to Paul’s exhortation, “Wives, submit to your husbands…?” Do you 
believe there’s a place for an authority structure within marriage? Why or why not? 

5. When the apostle Paul commands husbands to “love your wives” what does he mean? (Read 
Paul’s more elaborate explanation in Ephesians 5:25 for help answering.)  

6. In his book, Marriage Matters, author Winston Smith points out,  

“If it makes you bristle to even consider that there’s a place for authority within marriage, 
consider how thinking through this issue may affect your life in general. Authority is a feature 
of most relationships and institutions. Authority touches us as father and mothers, employers 
and employees, as those who govern and are governed. Given its prevalence, it benefits us 
all to understand that God expects authority to be exercised as an expression of love, no 
matter the relational context. Though you may not reflect on it often, in almost every area of 
life, regardless of your gender, you either exercise authority over others or live under the 
authority of another.”  
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How might the ways you’ve seen authority misused affect your understanding of authority in 
marriage? How are we called to wield authority as Christians?  

7. What are some ways you find it easy to love? What are some ways that you find it difficult? 

8. Which statement more accurately describes your attitude: “I want my marriage to serve God’s 
purposes” or “I want my marriage to serve my purposes”? If you believed that God’s greatest 
good for you in marriage is to make you more like Christ, how would it change your attitude? 

Putting It All Together 

Marriage is a gift from God. One of the most significant pictures of the gospel is the marriage 
between Christ, the Bridegroom, and His Church, the Bride of Christ. We see the culmination of this 
marriage in the final chapters of Revelation. Therefore, our marriages provide an opportunity to 
reflect the sacrificial love of Christ to our spouse, children, and church, as well as a witness to the 
world.  

As Christians, we should commit ourselves to live in and support God-honoring marriages. The only 
way we’ll be able to do this well is by keeping our eyes fixed on the perfect example of sacrificial 
love, Jesus Christ. 


